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Let Z1 , ..., Zn be a random sample of size n2 from a d-variate continuous
distribution function H, and let Vi, n stand for the proportion of observations Zj ,
j{i, such that ZjZi componentwise. The purpose of this paper is to examine
the limiting behavior of the empirical distribution function Kn derived from the
(dependent) pseudo-observations Vi, n . This random quantity is a natural non-
parametric estimator of K, the distribution function of the random variable
V=H(Z ), whose expectation is an affine transformation of the population version
of Kendall’s tau in the case d=2. Since the sample version of { is related in the
same way to the mean of Kn , Genest and Rivest (1993, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc.)
suggested that - n[Kn(t)&K(t)] be referred to as Kendall’s process. Weak
regularity conditions on K and H are found under which this centered process is
asymptotically Gaussian, and an explicit expression for its limiting covariance func-
tion is given. These conditions, which are fairly easy to check, are seen to apply to
large classes of multivariate distributions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Z1 , ..., Zn be a random sample of size n2 from a continuous multi-
variate distribution H(z)=P(Zz) with marginals F1 , ..., Fd , and let Vi, n
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stand for the proportion of observations Zj , j{i, such that ZjZi com-
ponentwise, namely
Vi, n=*[ j{i : ZjZi](n&1).
Let also Kn be the empirical distribution function based on the Vi, n ’s and
K be the distribution function of the random variable V=H(Z ) taking
values in [0, 1].
The purpose of this paper is to examine the limiting behavior of the
empirical process
:n(t)=- n[Kn(t)&K(t)],
taking values in the space D of ca dla g functions from [0, 1] to R. Genest
and Rivest (1993), who originally defined :n in the restricted case where H
is bivariate, proposed to call it Kendall’s process. This terminology is
justified by the fact that the empirical and population values {n and { of
Kendall’s tau are affine transformations of the means of distribution func-
tions Kn and K, respectively. As the relations
|
1
0
t dK(t)=E(V )=
2d&1&1
2d
({+1)
and
|
1
0
t dKn=
1
n
:
n
i=1
Vi, n=V =
2d&1&1
2d
({n+1)
define natural extensions of Kendall’s measure of association in arbitrary
dimension d2 (Joe, 1990), the terminology remains appropriate even in
that case.
What will be shown here is that under fairly weak regularity conditions,
:n converges in distribution to a continuous, centered Gaussian process :.
This result and the techniques used to obtain it are of interest on various
accounts. The chief theoretical reason is that the empirical distribution Kn
is constructed from pseudo-observations Vi, n whose dependence structure
is not amenable to standard tightness techniques. Thus the arguments
presented herein are archetypical of the approach required to study the
asymptotic behavior of empirical processes derived from U-statistics such
as Kendall’s tau. From a practical angle, this paper’s main result has
bearing on the elaboration of confidence regions and goodness-of-fit proce-
dures with overall confidence level based on the estimation Kn of K. As
highlighted by Genest and Rivest (1993), there are families of multidimen-
sional distributions whose dependence structure is characterized by the
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univariate function K. On a more prospective note, the connection between
the latter quantity and Kendall’s tau suggests that new, useful measures
and concepts of dependence could be defined in terms of K. The large-
sample properties of Kn would then come in handy in the development
of statistical inference procedures for testing against these varieties of
dependence.
Exact conditions under which Kendall’s process converges weakly are
stated in Section 2, together with an explicit expression for the covariance
function of its limit :. This section also provides alternative regularity
conditions that facilitate the verification of the hypotheses of the main
theorem. Section 3 presents a number of well-known families of distribu-
tions to which these conditions apply. A sketch of the proof of the main
result is then given in Section 4. The details of the argument can be found
in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 proves that the alternative regularity condi-
tions given in Section 2 are sufficient.
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Let Z1 , ..., Zn be n2 independent copies of a vector Z=(Z (1), ..., Z (d ))
with continuous distribution function H(z) and marginals F1 , ..., Fd , and let
Vi, n=*[ j{i : ZjZi](n&1).
Denote by Kn the empirical distribution function of the Vi, n’s and let K be
the distribution function of the random variable V=H(Z ) taking values in
[0, 1]. In order to establish the weak convergence of the process
:n(t)=- n[Kn(t)&K(t)], the following assumptions will be made on the
distribution functions K and H. Note that the second hypothesis is in fact
a condition on the (unique) function H associated to H through the
relation H(z)=H [F1(z(1)), ..., Fd (z(d ))]. In the terminology of Sklar (1959),
H is a copula, that is, a distribution function on [0, 1]d with uniform
marginals.
Hypothesis I. The distribution function K(t) of V=H(Z ) admits a
continuous density k(t) on (0, 1] that verifies k(t)=o[t&12 log&12&=(1t)]
for some =>0 as t  0.
Hypothesis II. There exists a version of the conditional distribution of
the vector (F1(Z (1)), ..., Fd (Z (d ))) given H(Z )=t and a countable family P
of partitions C of [0, 1]d into a finite number of Borel sets satisfying
inf
C # P
max
C # C
diam(C )=0,
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such that for all C # C, the mapping
t [ +t(C)=k(t) P[(F1(Z (1)), ..., Fd (Z (d ))) # C | H(Z )=t]
is continuous on (0, 1] with +1(C )=k(1) I[(1, ..., 1) # C].
Given 0s, t1, define
Q(s, t)=P[H(Z1)s, Z1Z2 | H(Z2)=t]&tK(s)
and
R(s, t)=P[Z1Z2 7 Z3 | H(Z2)=s, H(Z3)=t]&st,
where u 7 v denotes the componentwise minimum between u and v.
With this notation, the main result to be proved here may now be stated
precisely as follows. For a strengthened version of Hypothesis II that is
easier to verify, the reader may refer to Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. Under Hypotheses I and II above, the empirical process :n
converges in distribution to a Gaussian process : with zero mean and
covariance function
1(s, t)=K(s 7 t)&K(s) K(t)+k(s) k(t) R(s, t)&k(t) Q(s, t)&k(s) Q(t, s).
In particular, Q(t, t)=t[1&K(t)] and hence
1(t, t)=K(t)[1&K(t)]+k(t)[k(t) R(t, t)&2t[1&K(t)]],
in accordance with the expression given by Genest and Rivest (1993).
In view of the fact that - n({n&{) can be expressed as a linear functional
of :n through the relation
- n({n&{)=&\ 2
d
2d&1&1+ |
1
0
:n(t) dt,
an immediate by-product of the above theorem is that this quantity converges
weakly to a centered Gaussian random variable with variance given by
\ 2
d
2d&1&1+
2
|
1
0
|
1
0
1(s, t) ds dt=\ 2
d
2d&1&1+
2
var[H(Z)+H (Z )],
where H (z)=P(Z>z). For additional material on the limiting behavior of
- n {n and other U-statistics, the reader may refer to the excellent
monograph by Lee (1985).
To simplify the application of Theorem 1, an alternative condition that
implies Hypothesis II is identified next. To this end, let ?i (z) be the
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projection of z # [0, 1]d onto the (d&1)-dimensional subspace obtained by
omitting component z(i ). Let also H be the class of copulas having a
continuous density on (0, 1)d and such that there exists 1id so that for
any x # [0, 1]d&1 satisfying P[?i(Z)x]>0, the conditional distribution
function
Hi ( y | x)=P[Z (i) y | ?i (Z)x], 0 y1,
verifies Hi ( y | x)y>0 on the set [ y : 0<Hi ( y | x)<1].
To be specific, let H # H be a fixed copula with continuous density h.
Without loss of generality, one may assume that

y
Hd ( y | x)=
1
H(x, 1)

y
H(x, y)>0
whenever H(x, 1)>0 and 0<Hd ( y | x)<1. Define
Qx(t)=inf[ y # [0, 1] : Hd ( y | x)t],
the left-continuous quantile function associated to the conditional distribu-
tion of Z (d ) given ?d (Z)x. For the sake of simplicity, let also
ht(x)=_ ddt Qx[tH(x, 1)]& h _x, Qx[tH(x, 1)]&
_I[x # (0, 1)d&1 : H(x, 1)>t],
where the existence and continuity of dQx(t)dt are guaranteed by the
Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 9.24 in Rudin, 1976).
The following result shows that Hypothesis II is automatically verified
for all copulas in class H and, in particular, for all copulas whose density
function is continuous and strictly positive on (0, 1)d.
Theorem 2. Suppose that H is a copula belonging to class H. Then
there exists a version of the conditional distribution of Z given H(Z)=t
such that for any rectangle C in [0, 1]d, the mapping t [ +t(C )=
k(t) P[Z # C | H(Z )=t] is continuous on (0, 1] and +1 is the Dirac measure
with mass k(1) at point (1, ..., 1). Moreover, for any Borel set C in [0, 1]d
and for any 0<t<1, +t(C ) admits the representation
+t(C )=|
(0, 1)d&1
I[(x, Qx[tH(x, 1)]) # C] ht(x) dx.
In particular, k(t)= (0, 1)d&1 ht(x) dx.
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 7.
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3. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION
This section records a few examples of classical families of copulas for
which Kendall’s process converges. While the list is by no means
exhaustive, it is sufficiently long to indicate that Hypotheses I and II are
not unduely restrictive.
Example 1. The simplest test case is provided by the independence
copula H(z)=>di=1 z
(i ). Since its density is one on (0, 1)d, it is plain that
H belongs to class H. In addition,
&log[H(Z )]=& :
d
i=1
log[Z (i )]
has a gamma distribution with parameters :=d and ;=1, from which it
follows that k(t)=logd&1(1t)(d&1)!=o[t&12 log&12&=(1t)] as t  0
for any =>0. It is easy to check that
K(t)=t :
d&1
i=0
logi(1t)
i !
.
Lengthy but straightforward calculations yield
Q(s, t)=(s 7 t) :
d&1
i=0
logi(ts 7 t)
i !
&tK(s).
It will also follow from a more general formula derived in Example 3 that
R(s, t)=E _exp _ :
d
i=1
min[log(s) U (i )1 , log(t) U
(i )
2 ]&& ,
where U1 and U2 are independent copies of a random vector uniformly dis-
tributed on the simplex in [0, 1]d. This leads to a cumbersome but explicit
expression for the covariance function 1(s, t), which reduces to
1(s, t)=st&(s 7 t)[1+log(s 6 t)]
when d=2. Here, u 6 v stands for the maximum between u and v.
Example 2. It is not necessary to be able to compute k(t) explicitly to
verify that it has the appropriate behavior in the neighborhood of the
origin. To illustrate this point, consider the bivariate FarlieGumbel
Morgenstern class of distributions, which is often used in practice to model
small departures from independence (for a recent application, see, for
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example, de la Horra and Fernandez, 1995). Its associated copula is of
the form H(x, y)=xy+%xy(1&x)(1& y) with |%|1. Since h(x, y)=
1+%(1&2x)(1&2y) is strictly positive on (0, 1)2, it is clear that H # H.
Setting cx=%(1&x) and
rx=rx(t)=- (1&cx)2+4cx(1&tx)=- (1+cx)2&4cxtxx,
one finds successively
Qx(t)={
t if cx=0
1+cx&rx(tx)
2cx
if cx{0
and
ht(x)=
h[x, Qx(tx)]
xrx(t)
I(1x>t)
=
x(1&rx)+(1&x) rx
x(1&x) rx
I(1x>t)
={ 1&rx(1&x) rx+
1
x= I(1x>t)
={ 1&r
2
x
(1&x) rx (1+rx)
+
1
x= I(1x>t)

1+2 |%|
x
I(1x>t),
the last inequality holding true because 1&r2x2 |%|(1&x). While a simple
algebraic form does not exist for
k(t)=|
1
t
ht(x) dx,
it is plain that
k(t)(1+2 |%| ) log(1t)
for all |% |  1. Consequently, k(t) = o[t&12 log&12&=(1t)] for all
&1%1 and arbitrary =>0, which implies that the associated Kendall
process converges asymptotically. It does not seem possible to derive an
explicit algebraic expression for the covariance 1(s, t) of the limiting
Kendall process associated to this family of copulas.
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Example 3. Archimedean copulas (Genest 6 MacKay, 1986a, b) form
a general class of multivariate dependence functions that includes inde-
pendence (,(t)=log(1t)) and many well-known parametric systems of
distributions, including those proposed by Ali, Mikhail 6 Haq (1978),
Clayton (1978), Frank (1979), and Gumbel (1960). In the simplest of cases,
these copulas are expressed as
H(z)=,&1 _ :
d
i=1
,[z(i )]&
in terms of a bijective generator , from (0, 1] into [0, ) satisfying
(&1) i d i,&1(t)dti>0 for 1id and ,(1)=0.
Put x=(z(1), ..., z(d&1)) and y=z(d ) and observe that

y
H(x, y)=
,$( y)
,$[H(x, y)]
>0
for all 0< y<1 whenever 0<H(x, y)<1. It is thus clear that all copulas
of this form belong to class H. To check whether they meet Hypothesis I,
first introduce f0(t)=1,$(t) and for i1, define fi (t) recursively through
the formula fi (t)= f $i&1(t),$(t). It is straightforward to see that
fi (t)=
d i+1
dsi+1
,&1 } s=,(t)
and that
i+1
xi } } } x1 y
H(x, y)=,$( y) ,$[x(1)] } } } ,$[x(i )] fi [H(x, y)],
so that
h(x, y)=,$( y) ,$[x(1)] } } } ,$[x(d&1)] fd&1[H(x, y)]
for all x # (0, 1)d&1 and 0<y<1.
Recalling that H[x, Qx[tH(x, 1)]]=t by definition, one finds

t
Qx { tH(x, 1)==
,$(t)
,$[Qx[tH(x, 1)]]
,
from which it follows that
ht(x)=
(&1)d&1
(d&1)!
,d&1(t) ,$(t) fd&1(t)
_{(d&1)! _ `
d&1
i=1
&,$[x(i )]
,(t) & I _ :
d&1
i=1
,[x (i )]
,(t)
<1&= .
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Summing over all values of x # (0, 1)d&1 and using the fact that the term
in braces integrates to one on this domain, one may conclude that
k(t)=|
(0, 1)d&1
ht(x) dx=(&1)d&1 ,d&1(t) ,$(t) fd&1(t)(d&1)!
It is then a routine exercise to check that
K(t)=t+ :
d&1
i=1
(&1) i
,i(t)
i !
fi&1(t),
provided that limt  0+ ,i(t) fi&1(t)=0 for all 1id&1.
Note in passing that the above expression for ht(x) also suggests the
following extension of Proposition 1.1 in Genest and Rivest (1993).
Theorem 3. Let U # [0, 1]d be a d-dimensional random vector uniformly
distributed over the simplex [z # [0, 1]d : di=1 z
(i )=1], and let V be a ran-
dom variable with density
k(v)=(&1)d&1 ,d&1(v) ,$(v) fd&1(v)(d&1)!
defined in terms of the generator , of multivariate Archimedean copula H. If
U and V are independent, then H is the distribution function of the vector Z
with components Z (i )=,&1[U (i ),(V )], 1id.
Proof. Let Z$ be an observation from distribution H and f be a con-
tinuous function on [0, 1]d. What needs to be shown is that E[ f (Z$)]=
E[ f (Z )]. To this end, simply write
E[ f (Z$)]=|
1
0
k(v) E[ f (Z$) | H(Z$)=v] dv
=|
1
0
|
(0, 1)d&1
f _x, Qx { vH(x, 1)=& hv(x) dx dv
and make the change of variables x(i )=,&1[u(i ),(v)] for 1id&1 with
u(d )=1&d&1i=1 u
(i ), so that
du=_ `
d&1
i=1
&,$[x(i )]
,(t) & dx.
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An alternative expression for E[ f (Z$)] is thus given by
(d&1)! |
1
0
|
(0, 1)d&1
k(v) f [,&1[u(1),(v)], ..., ,&1[u(d ),(v)]]
_I { :
d&1
i=1
u(i )<1= du dv,
which is nothing but E[ f (Z )]. Hence the proof is complete. K
Among families of Archimedean copulas whose corresponding k(t)
satisfies Hypothesis I for any d2, one may mention:
(i) Clayton’s family of copulas, whose generator is ,%(t)=
(t&%&1)% for %0. In this case,
fi (t)=(&1) i+1 t1+(i+1) % `
i
j=0
(1+ j%), i0
and
k(t)={ `
d&1
i=1
(1+i%)= \1&t
%
% +
d&1
<(d&1)!,
which is o[t&12 log&12&=(1t)] for any =>0. Independence, which was
treated in Example 1, corresponds to the limiting case %=0.
(ii) Frank’s family of copulas (Nelsen, 1986; Genest, 1987), whose
generator is
,%(t)=&log \1&%
t
1&% +
with 0<%<. In this case,
fi (t)=pi (%&t)log(%), i0
and
k(t)=
pd&1(%&t)
(d&1)! (%&t&1) {log \
1&%t
1&%+=
d&1
=&
%&tp$d&2(%&t)
(d&1)! {log \
1&%t
1&% +=
d&1
,
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where p0(x)=x&1 and pi (x) is defined recursively by the formula
pi (x)=x(1&x) p$i&1(x) for arbitrary i1. Therefore,
k(t)tlogd&1(1t)(d&1)!
as t  0, so that Hypothesis I is again satisfied for any =>0.
(iii) Gumbel’s family of copulas, whose generator is ,%(t)=log1%(1t)
for 0<%1. In this case,
fi (t)=(&1) i+1 %t log1&(i+1)% (1t) pi[log(1t)], i0
and
k(t)= pd&1[log(1t)](d&1)!,
where p0(x)=1, and pi (x)=%x[ pi&1(x)&p$i&1(x)]+(1+i&%) pi&1(x),
i1. Since pd&1 is a polynomial of degree d&1 with leading coefficient
%d&1, it follows that k(t)t(%d&1(d&1)!) logd&1(1t) as t  0, whence
Hypothesis I is verified.
(iv) Ali, Mikhail and Haq’s family of copulas, whose generator is
,(t)=
1
1&%
log \1&%+%tt +
for 0<%1. In this case, f0(t)=&t(1&%+%t), fi is a polynomial in t such
that fi (0)=0 and f i$(0)=(&1)i+1 (1&%) i+1, i0. It follows that
k(t)tlogd&1(1t)(d&1)! as t  0, whence Hypothesis I is verified.
Finally, using Theorem 3, it is possible to derive the following expres-
sions for the functions Q(s, t) and R(s, t) required to compute the limiting
covariance function of Kendall’s process, when the underlying copula is of
the Archimedean variety. Indeed, if Z1 , Z2 are independent random vectors
with copula H(z)=,&1[di=1 ,[z
(i )]], and if U1 , U2 , V1 , V2 are mutually
independent vectors such that U1 and U2 are uniformly distributed on the
unit simplex and V1 and V2 have density k(v), then
Q(s, t)=P[H(Z1)s, Z1Z2 | H(Z2)=t]&tK(s)
=P[V1s 7 t, U (i )1 ,(V1)U
(i )
2 ,(t), 1id | V2=t]&tK(s)
=P[V1s 7 t, U (i )1 ,(V1)U
(i )
2 ,(t), 1id]&tK(s)
=E _{1& ,(t),(V1)=
d&1
I(V1s 7 t)&&tK(s)
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=
(&1)d&1
(d&1)! |
s 7 t
0
[,(v)&,(t)]d&1 f $d&2(v) dv&tK(s)
=s 7 t+ :
d&1
i=1
(&1) i
[,(s 7 t)&,(t)]i
i !
fi&1(s 7 t)&tK(s)
if limt  0+ ,k(t) fk&1(t)=0, 1kd&1. Similarly, one finds
R(s, t)=P[Z1Z2 7 Z3 | H(Z2)=s, H(Z3)=t]&st
=E[H(Z2 7Z3) | H(Z2)=s, H(Z3)=t]&st
=E _,&1 _ :
d
i=1
,[min[,&1[,(V2) U (i )2 ],
,&1[,(V3) U (i )3 ]]]& }V2=s, V3=t&&st
=E {,&1 \ :
d
i=1
Mi+=&st,
where Mi=max[,(s) U (i )2 , ,(t) U
(i )
3 ] for 1id. An application of this
formula to the case where ,(t)=log(1t) yields the expression already
stated for the independence copula in Example 1.
4. NOTATION AND SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In view of the definition of the Vi, n’s and the form of Hypothesis II, it
may be assumed without loss of generality that the marginal distributions
of H are uniform on the interval [0, 1], or equivalently that H is a copula.
Let
Hn(z)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
I(Ziz)
denote the empirical counterpart of H. Kendall’s process may then be
expressed in terms of Hn as
:n(t)=- n _1n :
n
i=1
I[Hn(Zi)t+(1&t)n]&K(t)& .
Attention will focus initially on the process
:n*(t)=- n _1n :
n
i=1
I[Hn(Zi)t]&K(t)&
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which may be written as the sum of two subsidiary processes
;n(t)=- n _1n :
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)t]&K(t)&
and
#n(t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
[I[Hn(Zi)t]&I[H(Zi)t]].
It is immediate that the one-dimensional empirical process ;n converges
to a continuous centered Gaussian process ; vanishing at the origin and
having covariance function K(s 7 t)&K(s) K(t). The convergence of the
process #n will be studied in Section 5 in two steps. First, it will be shown
that #n(t) converges to a centered Gaussian process whenever t is restricted
to any interval of the form [t0 , 1] with t0>0. This will be done by writing
#n as a difference $n&=n of two processes, each of which differs from a con-
tinuous function of the empirical process - n (Hn&H ) by a quantity that
tends to zero in probability. Next, it will be seen that for t0 small enough,
the restriction of #n(t) to the interval [0, t0] can be made arbitrarily small.
Finally, a proof of the convergence of :n*=;n+#n to the limit identified in
Theorem 1 will be given in Section 6, where it will also be seen that this
process has the same asymptotic behavior as :n .
5. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF #n
Let (Hn&H )+ and (Hn&H )& respectively denote the positive and
negative parts of Hn&H and write #n=$n&=n , where
$n(t)=
t
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)]
and
=n(t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t&(Hn&H )+ (Zi)<H(Zi)t].
The behavior of #n when t is bounded away from the origin is described
in Lemmas 1 and 2. Its behavior for t in the neighborhood of the origin
will be the object of Lemma 3.
Lemma 1. The following quantities converge in probability to 0 for any
0<t01:
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(i) sup
t0t1 } $n(t)&|[0, 1]d - n (Hn&H )
& (z) +t(dz)} ;
(ii) sup
t0t1 } =n(t)&|[0, 1]d - n (Hn&H )
+ (z) +t(dz) } ;
(iii) sup
t0t1 } #n(t)+|[0, 1]d - n (Hn&H )(z) +t(dz) } .
Proof. Part (i) is established below. The argument for part (ii) is
analogous and left to the reader. Part (iii) follows immediately from (i) and
(ii), since #n=$n&=n and Hn&H=(Hn&H )+&(Hn&H )&.
For any element C of a partition C=(Cj)mj=1 # P, let In, j=
infz # Cj - n (Hn&H )
& (z), Sn, j=supz # Cj - n (Hn&H )
& (z) and
!n, C(t)=- n _1n :
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)t, Zi # C]&P[H(Z )t, Z # C]& .
Let also
$n, j (t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)] I(Zi # Cj),
so that $n(t)=mj=1 $n, j(t). For arbitrary integers 1 jm, one may write
$n, j (t)
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+Sn, j - n] I(Zi # Cj)
[!n, Cj(t+Sn, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)]+- n |
t+Sn, j - n
t
+s(Cj) ds
=[!n, Cj(t+Sn, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)]
+- n |
t+Sn, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds++t(Cj) Sn, j
=[!n, Cj(t+Sn, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)]
+- n |
t+Sn, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds
+{+t(Cj) Sn, j&|Cj - n (Hn&H)& (z) +t(dz)=
+|
Cj
- n (Hn&H )& (z) +t(dz)
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[!n, Cj(t+Sn, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)]
+- n |
t+Sn, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds
++t(Cj)(Sn, j&In, j)+|
Cj
- n (Hn&H )& (z) +t(dz).
An analogous argument yields
$n, j(t)
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+In, j - n] I(Zi # Cj) } } }
[!n, Cj(t+In, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)]+- n |
t+In, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds
&+t(Cj)(Sn, j&In, j)+|
Cj
- n (Hn&H )& (z) +t(dz).
Now observe that for arbitrary C # C, the finite-dimensional distributions
of the pseudo-empirical process !n, C converge in law to those of a centered
Gaussian process with covariance function P[Z # C, H(Z )t 7 s]&
P[Z # C, H(Z )t] P[Z # C, H(Z )s]. Proceeding as Billingsley (1968)
in his proof of Theorem 13.1, it is also straightforward to show that for
arbitrary 0<u<s<t<1, one has
E[[!n, C(t)&!n, C(s)]2 [!n, C(s)&!n, C(u)]2]
6P[Z # C, s<H(Z)t] P[Z # C, u<H(Z )s]
6[K(t)&K(s)][K(s)&K(u)]
6[K(t)&K(u)]2.
An application of Theorem 15.6 in Billingsley (1968) thus implies that
!n, C converges weakly to a continuous Gaussian process. Furthermore, it
follows from Theorem 2.1.3 in Gaenssler and Stute (1979) that the multi-
variate empirical process - n (Hn&H ) converges, in Dd=D[0, 1]d, to a
continuous Gaussian process B=B+&B&, where the space of ca dla g
functions Dd is equipped with the Skorohod topology. As a result,
f[- n (Hn&H )] converges weakly to f (B) for any Dd -measurable function
that is continuous at every point of C[0, 1]d. In particular, In, j and Sn, j
converge in distribution to infz # Cj B
&(z) and supz # Cj B
&(z) respectively. As
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a result, the quantities In, j - n and Sn, j - n both converge in probability
to 0 as n  , and hence the same must be true of
Rn, 1= :
m
j=1
sup
0t1
|!n, Cj(t+In, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)|
and
Rn, 2= :
m
j=1
sup
0t1
|!n, Cj(t+Sn, j - n)&!n, Cj(t)|,
because m is fixed and the processes !n, Cj are tight for all 1 jm.
The convergence of In, j - n and Sn, j - n to zero further implies that for
arbitrary 0<t01, the quantities
Rn, 3=- n :
m
j=1
sup
t0t1 } |
t+Sn, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds }
and
Rn, 4=- n :
m
j=1
sup
t0t1 } |
t+In, j - n
t
[+s(Cj)&+t(Cj)] ds }
converge to 0 in probability, because +s(Cj) is continuous for all s # [t0 , 1].
Finally, note that
Rn, 5(t)= :
m
j=1
+t(Cj)(Sn, j&In, j)
 :
m
j=1
+t(Cj) max
1 jm
sup
z1 , z2 # Cj
- n |(Hn&H )& (z1)&(Hn&H )& (z2)|
k(t) max
1 jm
sup
z1 , z2 # Cj
- n |(Hn&H )& (z1)&(Hn&H )& (z2)|
k(t) |[- n (Hn&H )&, max
1 jm
diam(Cj)],
where
|( f, r)= sup
z1 , z2 # [0, 1]d, d(z1 , z2)z
| f (z1)& f (z2)|
is the modulus of continuity of f.
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By choosing a partition C # P with an appropriate mesh, it is thus
possible to make Rn, 5=supt0t1 Rn, 5(t) arbitrarily small with high prob-
ability when n is large enough. Collecting terms, one may then conclude
that
sup
t0t1
} $n(t)&|[0, 1]d - n (Hn&H )& (z) +t(dz) }
max(Rn, 1 , Rn, 2)+max(Rn, 3 , Rn, 4)+Rn, 5 .
Since the left-hand side does not depend on the choice of the partition,
the proof is complete. K
Lemma 2. The restriction of the process #n(t) to the interval [t0 , 1] con-
verges in law to a centered, continuous Gaussian process having the represen-
tation &[0, 1]d B(z) +t(dz) in terms of the weak limit B of - n (Hn&H ).
Proof. First observe that there exists a continuous version H n of Hn
with the property that supz # [0, 1]d |H n(z)&Hn(z)|1n and- n (H n&H )
converges weakly to B in C[0, 1]d. Note also that
sup
t0t1 } |[0, 1]d - n (H n&H )(z) +t(dz)&|[0, 1]d - n (Hn&H )(z) +t(dz) }
 sup
t0t1
k(t)- n.
Thus, in view of Lemma 1, it suffices to show that for any f # C[0, 1]d,
the function
t [ |
[0, 1]d
f (z) +t(dz)
belongs to C[t0 , 1]. For if the latter is true, then the mapping
f [ |
[0, 1]d
f (z) +t(dz)
will be a bounded linear (and hence continuous) functional from C[0, 1]d
to C[t0 , 1].
Given a partition C=(Cj)mj=1 # P, it is known by hypothesis that the
function t [ +t (Cj) is continuous on [t0 , 1] for any 1 jm. Thus, for
any sequence (tl) in [t0 , 1] converging to t, one has
L =lim sup
l  
| f (z) +tl(dz) :
m
j=1
+t(Cj) sup
z # Cj
f (z)<
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and
L

=lim inf
l   | f (z) +tl(dz) :
m
j=1
+t(Cj) inf
z # Cj
f (z)>&.
Consequently,
0L &L

 :
m
j=1
+t(Cj)[sup
z # Cj
f (z)& inf
z # Cj
f (z)]
 :
m
j=1
+t(Cj) sup
z, w # Cj
| f (z)& f (w)|
k(t) |[ f, max
1 jm
diam(Cj)].
Since this string of inequalities must hold whatever the choice of the parti-
tion C, one may conclude that L =L

, whence the result. K
Lemma 3. For arbitrary *>0, one has
(i) lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P( sup
0tt0
$n(t)*)=0;
(ii) lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P( sup
0tt0
=n(t)*)=0;
(iii) lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P( sup
0tt0
|#n(t)|*)=0.
Statement (iii) of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the first
two parts. To establish (i) and (ii), the following slight adaptation of
Theorem 2.4 of Alexander (1987) will be used.
Theorem 4. Let q be a nonnegative continuous function on [0, 1] such
that q(t) is increasing and q(t)t is decreasing in a positive neighborhood of
the origin. Let also L(t)=max[1, log(t)] and for 0t1, define
(t)=- 2t - L[ g(t)]+L[L(1t)]
and
’(t)=
q(t)
L[ g(t)]
L _ q(t)- tL[ g(t)]& ,
where g(t)=K(t)t is bounded below by one for any copula H. Now suppose
that q(t)(t)   when t  0 and that (tn) is a sequence of nonnegative
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numbers converging to zero such that n&12=o[infttn ’(t)] as n  . Then
as long as the copula H(z) is continuous, the process wn(z) defined for all
z # [0, 1]d by
wn(z)=- n
Hn(z)&H(z)
q[H(z)]
I[H(z)>tn]
converges weakly to a continuous Gaussian process having the representation
Bq(H ).
Remark. In the statement of Theorem 4, K, Hn and B have the same
meaning as elsewhere in the paper. In particular, B is the weak limit of
- n (Hn&H ) identified in the proof of Lemma 1. The inequality K(t)t
that provides the lower bound on g is an immediate consequence of the fact
that for arbitrary copula H, one has H(z(1), ..., z(d ))z(i ) for all 1id.
Corollary. Let q(t)=- t log p(1t) and for arbitrary M>0, r>2p>1
and integer n1, let tn=logr(n)n and denote by Fn, M the event
sup
z : H(z)>tn
- n
|Hn(z)&H(z)|
q[H(z)]
M.
If k(t)=o[t&12 log&12&=(1t)] as t  0, then
lim
M  
lim inf
n  
P(Fn, M)=1
and
sup
z : H(z)>tn
|Hn(z)&H(z)|
H(z)
M log p&r2(n)  0
as n   when Fn, M is realized.
Proof. In view of the fact that
1&P(Fn, M)P( sup
z # [0, 1]d
|wn(z)|>M ),
the first conclusion of the corollary will be verified, provided that the
sequence (supz |wn(z)| )n is tight. To see this, it suffices to verify the condi-
tions of Theorem 4. It is easy to check that q(t) is nonnegative, continuous
and increasing for 0<t<e&2p. It is also clear that q(t)t is decreasing
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on (0, 1]. Furthermore, the hypothesis on k(t) implies that K(t)=
o[t12 log&12&=(1t)] as t  0. Consequently, K(t)- tlog12+=(1t) for
all values of t in a positive neighborhood of the origin, and hence
q(t)
(t)
=
log p(1t)
- n - log[ g(t)]+log[log(1t)]

log p&12(1t)
- 1+(1&2=) log[log(1t)]log(1t)
,
which tends to infinity as t  0, because p>12.
Next, observe that for t>0 small enough, one has
q(t)- n (t)2 - t log[ g(t)] .
Since ’(t) is a monotone function of q(t) and g(t)=K(t)t1t, it follows
that
’(t)
2 - t log[ g(t)]
log[ g(t)]
log _2 - t log[ g(t)]- t log[ g(t)] &
t
log(1t)
in a positive neighborhood of the origin. As a result,
n inf
ttn
[’2(t)]n inf
ttn {
t
log(1t)==
ntn
log(1tn)
=
logr&1(n)
1&r log[log(n)]log(n)
 
when n  , which completes the verification of Alexander’s conditions.
Finally, assume that Fn, M is realized. It then follows from the decreasing-
ness of q(t)t that
sup
z : H(z)tn
|Hn(z)&H(z)|
H(z)
= sup
z : H(z)tn
|Hn(z)&H(z)|
q[H(z)]
q[H(z)]
H(z)

M
- n
sup
tnt1
q(t)
t
=
Mq(tn)
- n tn
M log p&r2(n),
which goes to 0 as n   because r>2p by hypothesis. K
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Proof of Lemma 3. (i). Choose p and r such that 1<2p<r1+2=,
and for given *>0, write
P[ sup
0tt0
$n(t)*]P[ sup
0tt0
$n(t)*, Fn, M]+[1&P(Fn, M)].
In view of the above corollary, the right-most term can be made arbitrarily
small by choosing M large enough. The proof will thus be complete if one
can show that for any fixed M, one has
lim sup
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P[ sup
0tt0
$n(t)*, Fn, M]=0.
To this end, observe that
[t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)]=[Hn(Zi)t<H(Zi)]
so that when n is sufficiently large that M log p&r2(n)12, one finds
Fn, M & [t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)] & [H(Zi)tn]
=Fn, M & {t<H(Zi)t+ M- n q[H(Zi)]=& [Hn(Zi)t<H(Zi)]
& [H(Zi)tn].
But it follows from the corollary that for such n,
Fn, M & [H(Zi)tn]/{Hn(Zi)H(Zi) 
1
2= ,
and hence
Fn, M & [Hn(Zi)t<H(Zi)] & [H(Zi)tn]/[H(Zi)2t].
Consequently,
Fn, M & [t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)] & [H(Zi)tn]
/{t<H(Zi)t+ M- n q(2t)= .
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Thus, the following chain of inequalities holds on Fn, M :
$n(t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)]

1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t<H(Zi)t+(Hn&H )& (Zi)] I[H(Zi)tn]
+
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)tn]

1
- n
:
n
i=1
I {t<H(Zi)t+ M- n q(2t)=+
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)tn]
;n(tn)+- n K(tn)+_;n {t+ M- n q(2t)=&;n(t)&
+- n _K {t+ M- n q(2t)=&K(t)& ,
where
;n(t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)t]&- n K(t)
is the univariate empirical process already mentioned in Section 4.
Next introduce
Rn, 6= sup
0tt0 };n {t+
M
- n
q(2t)=&;n(t) }
and
Rn, 7= sup
0tt0
- n _K {t+ M- n q(2t)=&K(t)& .
In view of the above, it is plain that
P[ sup
0tt0
$n(t)*, Fn, M]P[ |;n(tn)|*4]+P[- n Kn(tn)*4]
+P(Rn, 6*4)+P(Rn, 7*4).
It remains to show that each of these four terms can be made arbitrarily
small when n is sufficiently large and t0 sufficiently small.
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The first term is taken care of by the fact that the weak limit ; of the
sequence (;n) is continuous and vanishes at the origin. The second term
also goes to zero asymptotically, because
- n K(tn)=o[- ntnlog(1tn)]=o[log(r&1)2&=(n)]  0
by hypothesis and the choice of tn specified in the corollary. That the third
term becomes arbitrarily small for large values of n follows from the
tightness of the sequence (;n). Finally, let
}t0 , M= sup
0<tt0+Mq(2t0)
k(t) q(t).
Using the fact that for small enough t0>0, 1q(t) is decreasing on the
interval (0, t0+Mq(2t0)], one gets
Rn, 7=- n sup
0tt0
|
t+Mq(2t)- n
t
k(u) du
- n }t0 , M sup
0<tt0
|
t+Mq(2t)- n
t
duq(u)
M}t0 , M sup
0<tt0
q(2t)
q(t)
.
But since q(2t)q(t)- 2 for t<1e, one may conclude that
Rn, 7- 2 M}t0 , M  0
when t0  0. This completes the proof of part (i) of Lemma 3.
Proof of Lemma 3 (ii). It is very similar in spirit to the proof of part (i)
given above. Specifically, fix *>0 and use the same notation as before to
write
P[ sup
0tt0
=n(t)*]P[ sup
0tt0
=n(t)*, Fn, M]+[1&P(Fn, M)].
Since the second term on the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small
by choosing M>0 large enough, one only needs to show that
lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P[ sup
0tt0
=n(t)*, Fn, M]=0,
irrespective of the choice of M.
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Exploiting the increasingness of q(t) on (0, t0] for 0<t0<e&2p, first
observe that
Fn, M & [t&(Hn&H )+ (Zi)<H(Zi)t] & [H(Zi)tn]
/{t& M- n q(t)<H(Zi)t= .
The following chain of inequalities must then hold true on Fn, M :
=n(t)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t&(Hn&H )+ (Zi)<H(Zi)t]

1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[t&(Hn&H )+ (Zi)<H(Zi)t] I[H(Zi)tn]
+
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)tn]

1
- n
:
n
i=1
I {t& M- n q(t)<H(Zi)t=+
1
- n
:
n
i=1
I[H(Zi)tn]
;n(tn)+- n K(tn)+_;n(t)&;n {t& M- n q(t)=&
+- n _K(t)&K {t& M- n q(t)=& .
Now introduce
Rn, 8= sup
0tt0 };n(t)&;n {t&
M
- n
q(t)=}
and
Rn, 9=- n sup
0tt0 _K(t)&K {t&
M
- n
q(t)=& .
In view of the proof of part (i) of Lemma 3, it is plain that
P[ sup
0tt0
=n(t)*, Fn, M]P[ |;n(tn)|*4]+P[- n K(tn)*4]
+P(Rn, 8*4)+P(Rn, 9*4).
The first two terms of the last inequality were handled in the proof
of part (i), where it was shown that they both converge to 0, as n  .
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The third term also vanishes asymptotically, due to the tightness of the
sequences (;n). Finally, since Rn, 9 is deterministic, it only remains to check
that for any M>0, one has
lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
sup
0tt0 _K(t)&K {t&
M
- n
q(t)=&=0.
To this end, note that the hypothesis on k(t) implies that
}t0= sup
0<tt0
k(t) t12 log12+=(1t)  0
as t0  0. Thus for given 0stt0 , one has
K(t)&K(s)}t0 log
&12&=(1t)(t&s)- t
}t0 - t log
&12&=(1t).
As a result, if 0<tt0 and 1&Mq(t)t - n12, one finds
- n _K(t)&K {t& M- n q(t)=&}t0 log&12&=(1t) Mq(t)- t
}t0 M log
p&12&=(1t0)
which vanishes as t0  0, since p&12<=. Furthermore, if 0<tt0 and
1&Mq(t)t - n12, one must then have t4M2 log2p(1t0)n, from
which it follows that
- n _K(t)&K {t& M- n q(t)=&
- n K(t)
- n }t0 log
&12&= { n4M 2 log&2p(1t0)=
2M
- n
log p(1t0)
=2M}t0 log
p(1t0) log&12&= { n4M2 log&2p(1t0)= 0
as n  . Thus one may conclude that
lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
- n sup
0tt0 _K(t)&K {t&
M
- n
q(t)=&=0,
as required. K
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6. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF :n AND :n*
In order to identify the weak limit of the sequence (:n*), it will be con-
venient to introduce an empirical process indexed by a class of measurable
subsets of [0, 1]d. The following definitions and notations are taken from
Pollard (1984). Alternative references on this topic include Dudley (1984),
and Ledoux and Talagrand (1991).
Let A1 be the collection of sets of the form A1, z=[z$ # [0, 1]d : z$z].
Let also A2 represent the family of sets of the form A2, t=
[z # [0, 1]d : H(z)t] with 0t1. The union A of these two classes will
be used as the index set for the empirical process &n defined by
&n(A)=- n {1n :
n
i=1
I(Zi # A)&P(Z # A)= , A # A.
Observe that &n(A1, z)=- n (Hn&H )(z) for all z # [0, 1]d and that
&n(A2, t)=;n(t) for all t # [0, 1]. Note also that the representation
|
[0, 1]d
- n (Hn&H )(z) +t(dz)=|
[0, 1]d
&n(A1, z) +t(dz)
is valid for all 0t1.
It is easy to see that A is a VapnikC2 ervonenkis class. This implies that
&n converges weakly to a centered Gaussian process & over A that is con-
tinuous with respect to the pseudo-metric \ defined for arbitrary A, A$ # A
by
\(A, A$)=P(Z # A"A$)+P(Z # A$"A).
It also implies that the covariance structure of the limiting process & is
given by
E[&(A) &(A$)]=P(Z # A & A$)&P(Z # A) P(Z # A$),
for all A, A$ # A.
With these notations, it is now possible to give a representation of the
process : that constitutes the limit of the sequence (:n).
Theorem 5. The sequence (:n*) converges weakly to a continuous cen-
tered Gaussian process : with covariance function
1(s, t)=K(s 7 t)&K(s) K(t)+k(s) k(t) R(s, t)&k(t) Q(s, t)&k(s) Q(t, s)
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expressed for all 0s, t1 in terms of functions Q and R defined in
Section 2. Moreover, the limiting process has the following representation in
terms of &:
:(t)=&(A2, t)&|
[0, 1]d
&(A1, z) +t(dz), t # [0, 1].
Proof. Recall that :n*(t) may be written as ;n(t)+#n(t). Given
0<t01, it follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that :n*(t) converges weakly to
a continuous process :(t) that may be represented as above for t0t1.
From Lemma 3 and the fact that the limit ; of the sequence (;n) is con-
tinuous and vanishes at the origin, one may also assert that
lim
t0  0
lim sup
n  
P[ sup
0tt0
|:n*(t)|*]=0
whatever the value of *>0. Consequently, :n*(t) converges weakly to :(t)
as defined above. Note that this process actually vanishes at the origin.
It remains to check that E[:(s) :(t)]=1(s, t) for all 0s, t1. To this
end, first note that
E[&(A2, s) &(A2, t)]=P[H(Z )s 7 t]&P[H(Z )s] P[H(Z )t]
=K(s 7 t)&K(s) K(t).
Next, observe that
E {&(A2, s) |[0, 1]d &(A1, z) +t(dz)==|[0, 1]d P[H(Z )s, Zz1] +t(dz1)
&|
[0, 1]d
P[H(Z )s] P(Zz1) +t(dz1)
=k(t) Q(s, t).
Interchanging the roles of s and t, one also gets
E {&(A2, t) |[0, 1]d &(A1, z) +s(dz)==k(s) Q(t, s).
Finally, a similar calculation yields
E {|[0, 1]d &(A1, z) +s(dz) |[0, 1]d &(A1, z) +t(dz)=
=|
[0, 1]d
|
[0, 1]d
P(Zz1 7 z2) +s(dz1) +t(dz2)
&|
[0, 1]d
|
[0, 1]d
P(Zz1) P(Zz2) +s(dz1) +t(dz2)
=k(s) k(t) R(s, t).
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Combining these four terms yields the appropriate expression for 1. K
Proof of Theorem 1. In view of the above result, it only remains to
show that sup0t1 |:n(t)&:n*(t)| converges to 0 in probability. The argu-
ment is based on the following identity, which holds true for all n1 and
0t1:
:n(t)=:n*[t+(1&t)n]+- n [K[t+(1&t)n]&K(t)].
An application of the triangle inequality yields
sup
0t1
|:n(t)&:n*(t)| sup
0t1
|:n*[t+(1&t)n]&:n*(t)|
+- n sup
0t1
[K(t+1n)&K(t)].
But the first term on the right-hand side converges to zero in probability
because the sequence (:n*) is tight. To handle the second term, first observe
that for 0<t1n, one has
- n sup
0<t1n
[K(t+1n)&K(t)]- n K(2n)=o[log&12&=(n)]  0
as n  . Next, since the function q(t)=- t log p(1t) is increasing on the
interval [1n, e&2p], one has
- n sup
1nte&2p
[K(t+1n)&K(t)]
- n
q(1n)
sup
1nte&2p
|
t+1n
t
k(u) q(u) du
[ sup
0<t1
k(t) q(t)]
1
nq(1n)
 0
as n  . Finally, if e&2pt1, k(t) is bounded on that interval. There-
fore,
- n sup
e&2pt1
[K(t+1n)&K(t)]
1
- n
sup
e&2pt1
k(t)  0
as n  . Combining these three estimates, one gets
lim
n  
sup
0t1
- n [K(t+1n)&K(t)]=0.
This completes the proof. K
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof is given in two steps. The first consists in showing that a
version of the conditional distribution of Z given H(Z )=t can be found
such that for any continuous f on [0, 1]d, the mapping t [ gt( f )=
(0, 1)d f (z) +t(dz) is continuous on (0, 1]. The second step will then consist
of showing that the function t [ +t(C ) is continuous on (0, 1] for any non-
empty rectangle C=[z # [0, 1]d : z1<zz2].
Step 1. Let f be a continuous function on [0, 1]d, and define
Gt ( f )=E[ f (Z) I[H(Z )t]], t # [0, 1].
It follows that
Gt( f )=|
(0, 1)d&1
|
1
0
f (x, y) h(x, y) I[H(x, y)t] dy dx.
Upon letting s=H(x, y) for fixed x verifying H(x, 1)>s, one obtains
y=Qx[sH(x, 1)] and dyds=dQx[sH(s, 1)]ds. Hence
Gt( f )=|
(0, 1)d&1
|
t
0
f[x, Qx[sH(x, 1)]] hs(x) ds dx
=|
t
0 \|(0, 1)d&1 f[x, Qx[sH(x, 1)]] hs(x) dx+ ds.
From the very definition of +t , it follows that
Gt( f )=|
t
0
|
(0, 1)d
f (z) +s(dz) ds.
Consequently +t is a version of k(t) times the conditional distribution of
Z given H(Z )=t for which the mapping
t [ gt( f )=|
(0, 1)d
f (z) +t(dz)=|
(0, 1)d
f[x, Qx[tH(x, 1)]] ht(x) dx
is continuous on (0, 1) for all continuous function f on [0, 1]d, because the
latter and h are themselves continuous and because the derivative of Qx(t)
is continuous on (0, 1). As a special case, taking f identically equal to one,
one obtains
k(t)=|
(0, 1)d&1
ht(x) dx, t # (0, 1).
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Next, recall that H(z)min1id z(i ), so that H(z)=1 if and only
if z=(1, ..., 1). Hence E[ f (Z ) | H(Z)=1]= f (1, ..., 1) and g1( f )=
(0, 1)d f (z) +1(dz)=k(1) f (1, ..., 1). It remains to show that gt( f ) converges
to g1( f ) as t tends to 1.
At this point, note that if s<t, then H(x, s)s<t. Thus if H(x, 1)>t,
one gets Hd(s | x)<tH(x, 1), yielding Qx[tH(x, 1)]>s. As the last
inequality holds true for all s<t, it follows that Qx[tH(x, 1)]t.
Moreover, H(x, 1)>t implies that x(i )>t for all 1id&1. Conse-
quently, one finds
| g1( f )& gt( f )|| f (1, ..., 1)| |k(1)&k(t)|
+|
(0, 1)d&1 } f _x, Qx {
t
H(x, 1)=&& f (1, ..., 1) } ht(x) dx
| f (1, ..., 1)| |k(1)&k(t)|
+k(t) sup
x : H(x, 1)>t } f _x, Qx {
t
H(x, 1)=&& f (1, ..., 1) }
| f (1, ..., 1)| |k(1)&k(t)|
+k(t) sup
z # [t, 1]d
| f (z)& f (1, ..., 1)|  0
as t  1, because k is continuous on (0, 1] and f is continuous on [0, 1]d.
Step 2. What needs to be shown is that for fixed t # (0, 1], the map-
ping s [ +s(C ) is continuous at t for any non-empty rectangle C of the
form [z # [0, 1]d : z1<zz2].
First consider the case where t<1. Given a rectangle C of the above
form, it will be sufficient to show that +t[z : z(i )=c]=0 for arbitrary
c # [0, 1] and 1id. For, since the boundary of C is included in a finite
union of sets of the form [z : z(i )=c], it will then follow that +t(C)=0.
As a result, one will conclude that lims  t +s(C )=+t(C ) from the con-
tinuity of +s .
It is sufficient to consider c # (0, 1) since +t[[t, 1)d]=1. In view of the
representation
|
(0, 1)d
f (x) +t(dx_dy)=|
(0, 1)d&1
f (x) ht(x) dx,
valid for any continuous function f on [0, 1]d&1, the measure +t b ?&1d has
density ht(x) with respect to Lebesgue measure. Hence +t[z : z(i )=c]=0
for arbitrary c # (0, 1) and 1id&1. To handle the case i=d, let
d H(x, c) denote the partial derivative of H(z) with respect to z(d ) at point
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z=(x, c). In view of the representation of +t in terms of ht(x) and
Qx[tH(x, 1)], one has
+t[z # [0, 1]d : z(d )=c]=|
(0, 1)d&1
h(x, c)
d H(x, c)
I[x # (0, 1)d&1: H(x, c)=t] dx.
First suppose that d=2. In that case, the Lebesgue measure of the set
[x # [0, 1] : H(x, c)=t] is greater than 0 if and only if there exist
0<a<b1 such that [a, b]=[x # [0, 1] : H(x, c)=t]. As a result, one
finds
0=H(b, c)&H(a, c)=|
b
a
|
c
0
h(x, y) dy dx.
Since h is continuous, it follows that h(x, c)=0 for all x # [a, b], whence
+t[z # [0, 1]2 : z(2)=c]=0, completing the proof.
Next, suppose that d>2 and introduce the open set O=[x # (0, 1)d&1:
h(x, c)>0]. Then
+t[z # [0, 1]d : z(d )=c]=|
O
h(x, c)
d H(x, c)
I[x # (0, 1)d&1 : H(x, c)=t] dx.
Thus, the argument will be complete if one can show that the Lebesgue
measure of the set [x # (0, 1)d&1: H(x, c)=t] & O is zero. To this end, the
Implicit Function Theorem (Theorem 9.28 in Rudin, 1976) can be applied
to the function f (x)=H(x, c)&t for x # O. Note that this mapping of O
into R is continuously differentiable and that its derivative with respect
to x(1) is greater than zero for any x # O. Therefore, for any x # O such
that f (x)=0, that is H(x, c)=t, there exist open sets Wx/(0, 1)d&2,
and a continuously differentiable mapping gx of Wx into (0, 1) so that
x(1)= gx[x(2), ..., x(d&1)] and H[ gx(w), w, c]=t for all w # Wx .
It is remarkable that if w # Wx1 & Wx2 for some x1{x2 both belonging to
O, then gx1(w)= gx2(w). For, if this were false, then one would get
H(b, w, c)&H(a, w, c)=0 for b=max[ gx1(w), gx2(w)] and a=min[ gx1(w),
gx2(w)], yielding h(s, w, c)=0 for all s # [a, b]; but this would contradict
the fact that ( gx1(w), w) and ( gx2(w), w) both belong to O. As a result,
there exists a continuously differentiable mapping g of the open set
W=x # O Wx into (0, 1), defined by g(w)= gx(w) if w # Wx , so that
[x # (0, 1)d&1: H(x, c)=t] & O=[( g(w), w) : w # W]
has Hausdorff dimension d&2, proving that the set [x # (0, 1)d&1:
H(x, c)=t] & O is negligible with respect to Lebesgue measure on
(0, 1)d&1.
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It remains to look at the case t=1. If C=[z # [0, 1]d : z1<zz2] and
z2{(1, ..., 1), then (1, ..., 1)  C, and hence it follows from the continuity
of + that +1(C )=0 and +s(C )  +1(C ), as s  1. If z2=(1, ..., 1), then
+1(C )=k(1) and +s(C )=k(s) whenever s>max1id z (i )1 , because
for such s, H(x, 1)>s yields (x, Qx[sH(x, 1)])/[s, 1]d/C. Since
k(s)  k(1) as s  1, the proof is complete. K
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